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Brand NEW XL Luxury Safari Tents
We visioned the perfect safari tent. To realize that we started from scratch. We took down

all our older XL and L safari tents, and we reconstructed a brand new, wider, more luxurious, yet
surfish, stylish, and more functional Glamping habitat.

Well protected from
winds and sun
heat, better equipped,
with a boho touch and
aesthetic. 

Lots of amenities,
conveniences,
and more privacy.
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They are the perfect
balance of luxury,
outdoor minimalism and
surf tribal vibes.

With two separate rooms
(master and children), with
brand new bathrooms,
sunbeds, trampoline nets,
sun pillows and hammocks.
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Medium
Luxury Safari

Tents
Best value for money, choice.

In their 16m² of inner
space, our M Luxury
Tents sleep up to 3
people.

Ensuite bathroom.

Any combination of beds:
one double Queens size
bed or 2 single beds
(adult size) plus a single
adult size loft bed.
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Medium Plus
Safari Tents

The Medium Plus safari tents
are meant to accommodate

"the buddies",  group of friends.

In their 16m² of inner
space, our M Plus Safari
Tents sleep up to 4
people.

Two double bunk
beds, ensuite bathroom
with WC.

Shower cabin, electric
sockets to charge
your devices, private
lockers to keep your
valuables and a cooling
fan.
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food & beverage
A new phase for our legendary Fnb services is being planned, designed, and executed. The

SCK taste experience is now a customized, yet relaxed, more healthy and delicious,
convenient for everyone and focusing on a zero-waste policy.

International breakfast
buffet, blessed with local
bakery goods, pies and
cakes, eggs, and cold
cuts and cereals.

Midday A La Carte
selection influenced by our
international surf travels,
enriched with freshly A La
minute live cooking from
pastas, salads, and
traditional recipes to
burgers, steaks and
various deserts.

Last but not least, our renovated from
scratch Tiki bar, offers a wide variety of
specialized, adventurous and innovative
cocktails, coffees, and beverages.
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0301 Dinner ‘’celebration’’ is way more relaxed
and slow food oriented, consisting of three
live cooking stations of pasta and fried rice
recipes, our BBQ grill of meat, fish and
seafood, and our Hippie era surf-pizza-van
for freshly baked pizzas and traditional
Greek recipes in its wood oven. Besides
our daily selections anyone can upgrade
their order from a variety of existing
choices or even preorder for the next 2-3
days something more special or tricky to
be purchased.
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windsurfing
We have been passionate about windsurfing

for the past 30 years. Keros beach is the
ultimate windsurfing spot.

 

On a daily basis, you will see us on the
water freeriding, freestyling, wave riding,
blasting out on slalom board or foiling.

We take pride in teaching,
passing on knowledge and
passion and getting more and
more people hooked up with this
amazing sport. So come ride and
learn with us!
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Sandy shallow waters, turquoise
colors and moderate meltemi winds,
this 3km bay offers dream-like
conditions for all levels of riders.



kitesurfing
Kitesurfing at Keros is pure epic no matter your level or choice of equipment. Our 3km wide

safe bay offers an abundance of space, whether you are a beginner or need space to
practice your tricks. The waist deep water and sandy bottom and cross-shore winds will

make learning easy and minimize stress levels.

Three spots in one bay:
flats, choppy waves or
soft rolling swells at the
same time.
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our qualified IKO instructors
equipped with radio helmets
will always be by your side
teaching, giving drills and tips,
making sure you feel safe at
all times.

Perfect for twintips,
strapless surfboards or
foils. Perfect for endless
freeride, speeding, or
big jumps.

From beginners to
advanced, Keros is one of
the best places to learn
how to kitesurf or progress,
regardless of your level.
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wingfoiling
In 2022 we became the 1st IWO Affiliated center in Greece
and one of the first world wide.  We are also the largest Wing
Foil school in Greece.
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All of our Wingfoil instructors, IWO certified, equipped with
radio helmets will always be by your side teaching, giving
drills and tips, making sure you feel safe at all times.
Moreover we have the newest and best equipment to get
you up and going in no time!

Keros bay is one of the best locations worldwide for wing
foiling.  A super safe bay, with lots of space, amazing colors,
blessed with moderate Meltemi winds of 15-25 knots, make
Keros a wing foiling paradise!  Whether you are a complete
beginner, or want to improve your skills and learn new tricks,
Surf Club Keros is the ultimate choice!
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It's  super fun!  And here at Surf Club Keros
we take fun seriously!



surfing
The sport of Hawaiian kings and could
not be missing from our activities list!

Our secret spot is a  playground for
beginners and intermediates. Pure fun,
uncrowded line-up, safe sandy bottom,
with a generous supply of small to
medium size wind-generated waves.

Perfect for riding your first wave or
refreshing your intermediate skills.
Perfect to get addicted and hooked up
with the sport! Our experienced and
motivated instructors will match you up
with appropriate equipment and will
make sure you have fun and progress.

We can teach in private or in
groups, in Greek, English or
German. Safety and fun is our top
priority, guaranteed by a ‘safety
first’ teaching methodology.
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scuba diving center
Perfect for non-wind days, decompression of long

surfing days or just a new adventure….
Experience your first dive with our
‘’discover scuba’’ single dive, or finish
the first ‘’open water level’’ or even
proccede with the “advanced scuba
certificate” if you are already qualified.

Dive in Aegean blue and feel the
underwater myth of Greece.

If looking for a new experience our side activities program for SUP
crossings, yoga classes and SUP-yoga classes, bike rides, hikes
or daily island road trips is there to welcome aboard.

Our instructors are experienced
certified PADI dive masters with
thousands of dives in their log
books and our equipment is brand
new, just purchased state of the
art scuba dive gear.
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Last but not least, our holy grail. The beach life.

Living by the sea, surfing
and socializing, barefoot
on the warm sand, with
no worries in our minds.

Sand bathing on our
brand new boho style
beach furniture, enjoying
international street food
selections.

Sushi, nasi
goreng fried rice,
noodles and salads to
hot dogs, and pizzas
from our beach canteen
and cocktail bar.
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Chill music, sun, meltemi
wind, clear horizon.
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PLAYGROUND
Limnos Island - Greece
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